Abstract-This paper proposes an efficient algorithm for contrast enhancement to preserve the essential details of microscopic images of malaria infected blood using Gamma Equalization (GE). The central idea of this method is first, to convert the input color blood image into gray scale one, and then to calculate the range value for the ytM order image of a gray scale image. The look-up-table (LUT) values are calculated and the gray scale image pixel intensity values are converted into LUT values which yield final contrast-enhanced image by retaining the essential details. We tested different values of gamma (y). The value of y= 0.8 yields maximum contrast enhanced image, which is very useful for image analysis and a computer aided diagnostic system for malaria. On comparison, GE is found to be better than Histogram equalization (HE), Imadjust (IA) and Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) for microscopic blood images of malaria by using image quality measures: Absolute mean Brightness error (AMBE), Entropy and average luminance. Computer assisted diagnosis of malaria disease through microscopy imaging gained the attention of many researchers during the last decade. Much attention has been drawn on segmentation and detection of malaria parasites in which contrast enhancement is preprocessing step for low contrast images leads to more accurate diagnosis results and for good contrast images leads to time con-summing and unnatural image and therefore, it affected the accuracy of the diagnosis(increasing false diagnosis). In this regard, there is need to introduce a measure to classify poor and good contrast images before further processing. In this paper, we proposed a simple performance measure for classification poor contrast malaria microscopic medical images, which we called it as Low Contrast Malaria Microscopic Image Classification Measure (LCM 2 ICM). Low contrast malaria microscopic images have LCM 2 ICM value is less than 3(L + 1)/7 while good contrast images have more than or equal to 3(L + 1)/7. Experimental results show that the proposed measure yields better classification results. This measure has applications in segmentation, detection and classification of malaria parasites for computer aided diagnosis.
3.Segmentation of erythrocytes infected with malaria
Malaria, one of the deadliest diseases, is responsible for nearly 627000 deaths every year. It is diagnosed manually by pathologists using a microscope. It is time-consuming and subjected to inconsistency due to human intervention, so computerized image analysis for diagnosis has gained importance. In this article, an edge-based segmentation of erythrocytes infected with malaria parasites using microscopic images has been developed to facilitate the diagnostic process. The color space transformation and Gamma equalization reduce the effects of colors and correct luminance differences of images. Fuzzy C-means clustering is applied to extract infected erythrocytes, which is further processed for the final segmentation. The experimental results showed that the proposed method can gain 98%, 93.3%, 98.65% and 90.33% of sensitivity, specificity, prediction value positive and prediction value negative, respectively. In conclusion, the proposed method provides a consistent and robust method of edgebased segmentation of parasite infected erythrocytes using microscopic images for diagnosis.
